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Flexible staffing pros and cons  

KMC ”Kaiser Manufacturing Company" is a manufacturing company that has existed for 

fifty years. It is known for its production of dairy and crop products, which are created for the 

industry. The company manufactures various equipment that aid in agriculture. For example, it 

has created equipment that helps in milk reproduction by safely and effectively removing milk 

from the cows and equipment that feeds the cows. KMC manufacturing also includes tractor 

attachments and add-on devices, discerns, and combines to improve the productivity level on the 

farm. 

The company has been able to expand into other areas. It has created branches 

successfully in different locations. It has four plants for manufacturing and a corporate office. 

Everyone employed in the company works full time. The workforce roughly consists of thirty-

two engineers, forty-one managers, 725 production workers, and 30 clerical workers (Heneman 

et al., 2015). The company has never employed workers on a part-time basis or temporary 

staffing in all the fifty years it has been functioning. Since 2012, the company has maintained its 

total sales at $175 million and has experienced a rise in large orders which require more products 

to be produced.   

A significant concern for the company is the uncertainty of the industry's growth and the 

demand increase for more products. The unpredictability is caused by economic costs being 

higher, weather patterns, an old workforce in the company, and competition. KMC 4 companies 

of manufacturing are experiencing difficulty in staffing companies with workers for production. 

The Human resource manager was contacted by FSS "Flexible Staffing Services" on an issue of 

setting up meetings with KMC's president to address the staffing challenge. The purpose of FSS 
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is to assist companies on an as-needed basis, which requires staffing. It helps in the staffing of 

people with experience in technical, production, clerical, professional, and managerial positions.  

 Pros and cons of FSS in service provision 

There are several advantages to using a staffing company. The major one is that it is 

flexible and fast since it can quickly fill out positions. A staffing company can provide a 

temporary worker if it functions on an as-needed basis. The temporary workers become useful in 

filling out positions where the permanent workers are maybe on vacations, illnesses leave, or 

appointments. Another essential advantage is that it carries out the selection, recruitment, and 

worker employment. This strategy challenges the staffing firm to provide the best employees 

while KCM hires them for some time. The temporary workers are placed on a probationary 

period, which they are evaluated after. The probationary period takes 90 days, and after the days 

are over, they are assessed for whether they are candidates for permanent employment. 

A disadvantage of the use of FSS is that more workers are added and cannot all be 

supervised; hence they go at times without supervision, and this leads to theft. Although FSS 

conducts drug screens and background checks, KCM still takes risks in hiring workers that do 

not have enough knowledge to establish trust and determine honest workers. Additionally, the 

temporary worker is trained at a time which is not adequate to develop all skills required fully. A 

significant amount of money is spent on training of employees by companies so that they can 

operate different machines or understand what is needed of them. New workers are associated 

with safety risks and ensuring that they do not get injured while working. Moreover, temporary 

workers' disciplinary actions are hard since they are employed by the staffing company 

(Wotapka, 2019). The worker could walk out on the job and communicate with the FSS stating 
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that they are displeased in the company. Finally, a sense of insecurity may be developed by 

permanent workers as they develop a need to compete with the temporary works for their job.  

Decision making process additional information you recommend 

The information that FSS provides must be taken by KMC to make sure that the budget 

does not require staffing additionally. FSS informs KMC on the cost that they will be charged for 

temporary workers. The price is based on wage × weekly hours worked×1.55. KMC wants to 

have five workers temporarily at a total value of $10 every hour. Assuming that they will work 

for 90 days all five of them, the total equals $279,000 after the 90-day probationary period. 

Although the mark up is lower than that of other staffing firms, the overall cost is higher than 

what it would cost to hire a worker permanently. KMC analyzes the advantages and 

disadvantages of hiring an employee through a staffing firm or permanently hiring for 

themselves.  

A recommendation is that KMC researches other firms for staffing first and gains 

essential insights on their reputation, benefits, candidate pool, and pricing (Barrett, 2018). It will 

require considering factors that ensure that their sales do not drop. With the operating cost and 

overhead associated with hiring, the company will have to analyze whether the process is cost-

effective. Additionally, it is recommendable if a meeting is held with accounting, legal team, 

human resources, and the CEO. The accounting team is for ensuring feasibility; the legal team is 

for legalities and the HR for provision of turnover data. 
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